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(57) Abstract: An adaptive production method for mould includes the following steps: constructing three-dimensional solid mod
el of the mould according to the casting draw; reverse-evaluating the mould cavity; designing the sand mould (or core) into sever
al sand partitions according to the mould structure; selecting different molding materials to produce the sand partitions; placing 
iron chills (4) or cooling tubes (3) etc. in the different parts of the mould based on the simulation result of the solidification; pro
cessing the sand partitions separately; assembling the sand partitions and then post-treating the assembled sand partitions; thus 
forming the final sand mould. The method can enhance the mould design flexibility and reduce the cost.
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ADAPTIVE PRODUCTION METHOD FOR MOULD

[0001] The present application claims the benefit of priority to Chinese patent 

application No. 200910162301.3 titled “SELF-ADAPTIVE CASTING MOULD 

PRODUCTION METHOD FOR CASTING”, filed with the Chinese State Intellectual

5 Property Office on August 12, 2009. The entire disclosure thereof is incorporated 

herein by reference.

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present application relates to a self-adaptive casting mould 

manufacturing method for a casting, and belongs to casting and digital control

10 processing technical field.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Casting may be used to produce complex parts, and is one of the most 

important processing methods for metal forming. With the globalization of the market 

and the intensifying competition, the updating speed of products becomes faster, the

15 demands for one piece of or small batch of casting become more and more. Especially, 

the process for manufacturing a sand mould of a large casting requires a short 

production cycle and more flexible manufacturing manner. However, some castings 

may become waste products due to unreasonable structural design and different heat 

transfer coefficient, interfacial heat transfer coefficient and contraction rate of the

20 castings. For solving the above problem, the present application provides a 

self-adaptive casting mould manufacturing method for a casting, which significantly 

improves the flexibility and the operability of the casting mould design and makes it 

possible to realize modeling schemes which are not easy to be realized or cannot be 

realized traditionally.

25 [0004] In present, there are three manufacturing methods for the casting mould: the

traditional sand mould manufacturing method, the rapid prototyping sand mould 

manufacturing method and the digital-control-processing-based sand mould
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manufacturing method. The traditional sand mould manufacturing method needs to

machine a wood mould based on the casting and then to obtain the casting sand mould

via sand box sand casting. The rapid prototyping sand mould manufacturing method is

based on the discrete-accumulation principle. In this method, firstly a digital model of

5 the sand mould is sliced in the Z direction to form a series of slices; and then 

according to outline information of the slices, adhesive is selectively sprayed onto or 

laser sintering is selectively applied to each layer of the laid mould sand; all layers are 

accumulated together to form a three-dimensional sand mould. The self-adaptive 

casting mould method employs partitioning and assembling method to manufacture

10 the casting mould. In this method, mould sand materials and contraction rates of 

individual partition units of the casting mould may be selected separately according to 

requirements on stress field and temperature field during filling and solidification 

process of the casting; the designer may determine whether placing an iron chill, a 

cooling tube or an air vent tube inside a mould cavity in advance; and appropriate

15 ridge joint structure may be designed to realize the self-localization and self-locking 

assembling of the partitioned casting mould, such that the casting mould may actively 

adapt to the casting solidification process so as to decrease casting flaws such as 

contraction cavity, shrinkage and crack and improve the casting quality effectively.

[0005] Traditional mould-based sand mould manufacturing method is hard to

20 produce casting moulds with high-precision and good surface quality due to long 

processing cycle and high cost of the wood mould, a metal mould and a core box, and 

cannot meet the processing demands for one piece of or small batch of casting. Using 

rapid prototyping technology to manufacture sand mould would cause the following 

deficiencies: processing layer by layer causes low processing efficiency and is not

25 suitable for the processing of large casting moulds; sand particles are adhered together 

by adhesive or laser sintering to form a casting mould having compact and dense 

internal surface which has poor air permeability, thus the castings are easy to have 

defects; layered processing would cause stair-stepping effect when processing some 

complex surfaces.

30 SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
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[0006] For solving the above deficiencies of the prior art, the present application

provides a self-adaptive casting mould manufacturing method for a casting. The

above method employs partitioning and assembling method to manufacture the

casting mould so as to produce casting sand moulds having various shapes which

5 improves the processing range, and at the same time the casting mould may actively 

adapt to the casting solidification process which improves the casting quality. The 

above method is particularly suitable for manufacturing of the casting mould of one 

piece of or small batch of large-medium castings.

[0007] For realizing the above object, the present application provides a

10 self-adaptive casting mould manufacturing method for a casting, including the 

following steps:

a) constructing a three-dimensional solid model of a casting mould according to 

a drawing of a casting to obtain a casting mould cavity, and then designing a gate and 

riser system;

15 b) designing sand partitions of the casting mould (core) according to a structure
of the casting mould;

c) employing various mould sand materials to manufacture the sand partitions 

according to structural features of sand partitions;

d) placing an iron chill, a cooling passage or an air vent passage at different 

20 portions of the casting mould;

e) assembling the casting mould (core) and post-processing the assembled 

casing mould (core).

[0008] Preferably, the various mould sand materials may employ granule zircon, 

mullite powder, quartz sand or graphite mainly according to locations and contraction

25 rates of individual casting mould units.

[0009] Preferably, cutting accuracy of sand mould of individual sand partition is up 

to ±0.1mm, and fitting accuracy between sand partitions is up to ±0.1~lmm which 

mostly depends on dimensions of the individual sand partitions.

[0010] Preferably, according to solidification simulation results of stress field and 

30 temperature field during filling and solidification process of the casting, variety and
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contraction rate of mould sand for the individual sand partition (the casting mould) is

determined, and then dimension of the sand partition to be mixed and manufactured is

determined to construct a casting model of the individual sand partition.

[0011] Preferably, the assembling of sand partitions is made mostly based on fitting

5 dimensions of individual sand partitions.

[0012] In the self-adaptive casting mould manufacturing method for the casting, the 

sand mould is partitioned according to the drawings of the casting to be processed, 

and then a path planning is performed according to the structure of the partitioned 

sand mould.

10 [0013] Compared with the present traditional casting mould manufacturing method,

rapid prototyping manufacturing method and digital control processing method, the 

self-adaptive casting mould manufacturing method for the casting of the present 

application has the following advantages.

[0014] l. It has high efficiency and high speed. Compared with the traditional

15 casting mould manufacturing method, the manufacturing processes for the wood 

mould, the metal mould and the core box are omitted in the method of the present 

application; compared with the rapid prototyping manufacturing method, high-speed 

cutting may be realized in the method of the present application.

[0015] 2. The produced casting mould has good casting performance. Compared

20 with the rapid prototyping manufacturing method, the problem that too compact and 

dense part is caused by selectively adhering or sintering is avoided in the 

manufacturing method of the present application.

[0016] 3. It has high processing flexibility and good quality of the casting. 

Compared with the sand mould milling manufacturing method based on a machine

25 tool, the manufacturing method of the present application has broader processing 

range and higher processing flexibility, greatly improves the flexibility and the 

operability of the casting mould design, and makes it possible to realize modeling 

schemes which are not easy to be realized or can not be realized traditionally.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0017] The present application will be further described in conjunction with 

drawings and embodiments hereinafter.

[0018] Figure 1 is a schematic view of self-adaptive casting mould manufacturing of 

5 a casting; and

[0019] Figure 2 is a flow chart of the self-adaptive casting mould manufacturing of 

the casting.

[0020] Reference signs:

1-different mould sands

10 2-air vent passage

3- cooling passage

4- iron chill

5- casting.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

15 [0021] The present application will be described in detail in conjunction with Figs. 1

and 2 hereinafter; however the present application is not limited hereto.

[0022] The method of the present application may include the following steps:

(1) constructing a three-dimensional solid model of a casting by a 

three-dimensional software and obtaining a casting mould cavity to be cut according

20 to the solid model;

(2) designing the structure of individual sand partitions separately according 

to the performance requirement of the casting, determining amount and dimension of 

individual sand partitions, and optimizing a processing path;

(3) preparing individual sand partitions: for hot spot portion or thick portion 

25 of the casting, granule zircon having granularity of 50/100 mesh are employed to be

mixed with adhesive, hardener and additive to produce an individual sand partition, 

other modeling materials having good heat transfer coefficient such as graphite may
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also be employed to produce such a sand partition; for regular portions of the casting,

quartz sand having granularity of 70/140 mesh are employed to be mixed with

adhesive, hardener and additive to produce other individual sand partitions; for

portions of the casting that need high dimensional precision and high refractoriness,

5 mullite powder may be employed to produce further individual sand partitions;

(4) mounting the solidified individual sand partition on a bench and cutting 

the mounted sand partition;

(5) placing an iron chill and an air vent passage in corresponding portions of 

the sand partition according to a whole structure of the casting mould;

10 (6) assembling the produced individual sand partitions;

(7) post-processing the assembled casting mould.

[0023] During the assembling process of the sand partitions, mould sand and 

contraction rate of individual partition units of the casting mould may be selected 

separately according to the requirements on stress field and temperature field during

15 the filling and solidification process of the casting, and it is determined whether the 

iron chill, the cooling passage or the air vent passage may be placed inside a mould 

cavity according to the above requirements, such that the casting mould may actively 

adapt to the solidification process of the casting.

[0024] The above embodiment is only one of embodiments of the present

20 application. For the person skilled in the art, any modifications and substitutions may 

be made to the present application within the scope of the technical solution of the 

present application, and these modifications and substitutions should be deemed to 

fall into the protection scope of the present application
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What is claimed is:

1. A self-adaptive casting mould manufacturing method for a casting, wherein 

the method comprises the following steps:

a) constructing a three-dimensional solid model of a casting mould according to 

5 a drawing of a casting to obtain a casting mould cavity, and then designing a gate and

riser system;

b) designing sand partitions of the casting mould (core) according to a structure 
of the casting mould;

c) employing various mould sand materials to manufacture the sand partitions 

10 according to structural features of sand partitions;

d) placing an iron chill, a cooling passage or an air vent passage at different 

portions of the casting mould;

e) assembling the casting mould (core) and post-processing the assembled 

casing mould (core).

15

2. The self-adaptive casting mould manufacturing method for the casting 

according to claim 1, wherein the various mould sand materials may employ granule 

zircon, mullite powder, quartz sand or graphite mainly according to locations and 

contraction rates of individual casting mould units.

20

3. The self-adaptive casting mould manufacturing method for the casting 

according to claim 1, wherein cutting accuracy of sand mould of individual sand 

partition is up to ±0.1mm, and fitting accuracy between sand partitions is up to 

±0.1~lmm which mostly depends on dimensions of the individual sand partitions.
25

4. The self-adaptive casting mould manufacturing method for the casting 

according to claim 1, wherein according to solidification simulation results of stress 

field and temperature field during filling and solidification process of the casting, 
variety and contraction rate of mould sand for the individual sand partition (the

30 casting mould) is determined, and then dimension of the sand partition to be mixed 

and manufactured is determined to construct a casting model of the individual sand
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partition.

5. The self-adaptive casting mould manufacturing method for the casting 

according to claim 1, wherein the assembling of sand partitions is made mostly based

5 on fitting dimensions of individual sand partitions.
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